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SINGULAR LOCUS OF A SCHUBERT VARIETY
BY V. LAKSHMIBAI1 AND C. S. SESHADRI

In this note we give a characterization of the singular locus of a Schubert
variety in the flag variety G/B, where G is a classical group and B is a Borel
subgroup of G, or, more generally, for a Schubert variety in G/(J, where Q
is a parabolic subgroup of G of classical type (cf. [4, 5]) of a semisimple
algebraic group G. This turns out to be a rather easy consequence of the
standard monomial theory, developed in Geometry ofG/P, I-V (cf. [9, 6, 3,
4, 7]). 1 A corollary of this theory is the determination of the ideal defining
X in G/B, and our result follows from the Jacobian criterion for smoothness.
When G = SL(n) this characterization takes a particularly nice form (cf.
Theorem 1 and Remark 1). To the best of our knowledge, our result is new
even for a Schubert variety in a Grassmannian.2
Let G be a semisimple algebraic group, which we assume, for simplicity, to
be defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero (the following
discussion is valid in any characteristic, in fact even over Z). Let T be a
maximal torus, B a Borel subgroup containing T, and W the Weyl group of
G. Let L be a line bundle on G/B associated to a dominant character \ of T
(or B). Let V be the G-module H°(G/B, L). Recall that V can be identified
with the set of regular functions ƒ on G such that
f(gb) = x(b)f(g);

beB.geG.

Now V is also a (5-module, where <8 = LieG. We identify F € 0 with the
corresponding right invariant vector field Dy on G and if v G V corresponds
to a function ƒ on G as above, we see that Dyf = Yf.
Let U~~ be the unipotent part of the Borel subgroup 5 ~ , opposite to B.
We can identify U~ as an affine open subset (called the opposite big cell) of
G/B containing e# 6 G/B (ejg = the point of G/B corresponding to the
coset B). Let A (resp. A+) be the set of all (resp. positive) roots. Then recall
that

(1)

^=11

U

-°"

U.a^Ga.

We denote by {x_ a }, a G A + , the canonical coordinate system for U~ given
by (1). Now we note that if ƒ G V as above, and we let ƒ be the restriction
of ƒ (identified with a function on G as above) to (7~, then the evaluations
of df/dX-a
and X-af at e# coincide.
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Let w G W. Then w corresponds to a point e(w) in G/B (e# = e(id)). The
Schubert variety X(w) is, by definition, the Zariski closure of Be(w) in G/B
endowed with the canonical reduced structure.
Now let G be a classical group of rank Z, and V3;, 1 < j < /, the fundamental
representation of G with highest weight i(wj) {i = Weyl involution and the ojj
are the fundamental weights as in [1]). Then by the first basis theorem of standard monomial theory, Vj has a basis {p(A,//)} of weight vectors indexed by
the admissible pairs (A,/i) in W/Wj (Wj = Wp,, Pj being the parabolic subgroup associated to u;y), and G/Pj is imbedded in P(V^) (V^ = dual of Vj)
(cf. [4, Theorem 5.10]). If the admissible pair is trivial, i.e. A = //, we write
p(A,/i) = p(A). Recall that:
, v
1
'

(p(A) = A-p(id);
J p(id) = lowest weight vector in Vy (of weight — u;^);
j p(A)(c(/i)) ^ 0 iff A = M (mod W,);
( p(A, //)(e(r)) = 0 if A 9É /i (mod V^) for any r G W.

Let Y(w) denote the intersection of X(w) with the opposite big cell U~ of
G/B. Then the principal result we make use of is the following (cf. [7, 8]).
LEMMA 1. Let I be the ideal ofY(w) in the coordinate ring of U~. Let
Wj denote the image ofw in W/Wj. Then I is generated by allp(X,fi) (rather
their restrictions to U~) such that:
(i) (A,//) is an admissible pair in W/Wj (1 < j < I);
(ii) Wj it A.
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of [7, Theorem 10.3], which
says that the ideal sheaf of X(w) on G/B is generated by all p(A, fi) as in (i)
and (ii).
Let I(w) be the set of all p(A,/z) as in Lemma 1. To determine whether
X(w) has a singularity at ejs, we need only determine the rank of the Jacobian
matrix Jw of I(w) evaluated at e#, i.e. the rank of JW(CB), where
Jw — ||X_ a p(A,^)||

(a = column index, (A,//) = row index).

Note that by (2),
(X_ a p(A,//))(e#) ^ 0 iff X_ap(A,/x) = cp(id) for a nonzero
scalar c.

(3)

In particular, if X_ a p(A, /i) ^ 0, we see that the weight of p(A, /i) = -ojj +
a((A,/i) being an admissible pair in W/Wj). Hence, by weight considerations,
we see that in each row of JW(CB) there is at most one nonzero entry. Now
this immediately yields the following:
PROPOSITION 2. The rank of Jw(eB) = #R(w), where R(w) is the set of
all a G A + such that there exists a (A,/x) G I(w) with X_ap(A,/z) = cp(id),
c^O.
COROLLARY. The dimension of the Zariski tangent space Tx(w),eB °f
X(w) at e# is N — #R(w), where N = # A + . In particular, X(w) is smooth
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(one knows that X(w) is smooth iff it is smooth at es) iff N — #R(w) = l(w),
l(w) being the length of w.
Let r G W be such that w > T so e(r) G X(w). We see that (rf/~r _ 1 ) • r —
U~ - T is an affine neighbourhood of e(r) in G/B. To decide whether X(w) is
smooth at e(r), it is easily seen that we need only compute the rank Jw,T(e(r)),
where
JWfT = ||X_ a p(À,/x)||,
a G r(A+); (A,//) G I(w).
(A better method would be to take the pull-back I(w) of I(w) in G and
calculate the rank of the Jacobian matrix of I(w) at a point of G representing
e(r) using the right invariant vector fields Dxa on G, a G A. Observe that
(Xap(X, fi))(e(r)) = 0 for a G r(A + ).) The above discussion carries over
easily and we obtain
PROPOSITION 3. The rank ofJw,r(e(r)) = #R(w, r), where R(w, r) is tfie
set of all a G T ( A + ) such that there exists a (A,/i) G /(u>) wtïA X_ a p(A,/i) =
cp(r), c ^ O .
Let G — SL(i + 1). Recall that every admissible pair is trivial. We see that
if X_ a p(A) is nonzero for A in W then
(4)

X_ a p(A)=p(s a A).

Now
(5)

A G I{w)

iff

Wj ^ A in W/Wj for some ƒ

Combining (4) and (5) we easily obtain that
X-otp(X) — cp(r), c / 0 , for some A G I(w) iff w ^ s a r in VF.

(6)

Hence we obtain that R(w, r) can be canonically identified with the set
(7)

R(w,

r) = {ae

T{A+)\W

£ sar

in W},

and that
(8) N-#R{W,T)

= #Z{W,T),

where Z{W,T)

= {a e T{A+)\W

> sar

inW}.

Thus we obtain
THEOREM 1. LetG = SL(l + 1). Let e(r) G X(w) with T,W €W. Then
the dimension of the Zariski tangent space Tx(w),e(T) of X(w) at e(r) is equal
to #Z(W,T)
SO that X(w) is smooth at e(r) if and only if #Z(W,T)
= l(w).
In particularj X(w) is smooth iff
(*)

l(w) = #{a G A+|w > sa in W}

REMARK 1. Using Theorem 1, V. Deodhar has shown that a Schubert
variety X(w) in SL(Z + 1)/B is smooth at e(r) if and only if it is rationally
smooth at e(r) in the sense of Kazhdan-Lusztig (cf. a forthcoming note of
Deodhar).
Let G be any semisimple, simply-connected algebraic group. Let Lj be the
line bundle on G/B such that H°(G/B, Lj) is the fundamental representation
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Vj. Note that H°(X(w),Lj)
= Vj(w) is a B-module (in particular a Tmodule), hence we can speak of the multiplicity of a weight in Vj(w). For
w, T E W with w > T, set
A(W,T)

= {a e r(A+)|w > s a } ,

B(W,T)

= {a G r(A + )(multiplicity of — T(OÜJ) + a in Vj(w)

is nonzero for some j},
C(w, r) = {a G #(w, r)|multiplicity of — T(CJJ) + a in Vj(w)

is the same as in Vj for some j } To get a better hold for the dimension of Tx(w),e(r) (or the rank of
than that of Proposition 3, the following can be easily proved:

JWIT{^(T)))

PROPOSITION 4. With w,r as above, we have
#A{W,T)

< dimTx{whe{T)

<

#B{W,T).

In fact, on the basis of many examples (including the case of G2, using [2]),
we would like to make the following
CONJECTURE. For any G (not necessarily classical),
dimTX(w),e(r) = #C(u;,r).
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